Regions near the libration points that might prove suitable to maintain multiple spacecraft in formation are explored. For a small distance between the spacecraft, these regions represent quadric surfaces and are derived analytically. For larger formations, quasiperiodic Lissajous trajectories are employed as a tool to determine regions that maintain spacecraft placed at large mutual distances. These low drift regions are examined during the star observation phase using a large telescope-occulter formation and compared to the analytical approximations. Placing the occulter in these regions results in a reduction in the control effort to maintain both the mutual distance between the spacecraft and the specified formation pointing direction.
I. Introduction
Within the last decade, hundreds of planets orbiting other stars, called extrasolar planets or exoplanets, have been detected. Thus far, most of them are gas giants like Jupiter, but improvements in technology are moving the detection limits to planets with smaller masses. Some new concepts using large formations can detect not only Earth-like planets, but can also characterize them via spectroscopy, providing information such as atmospheric conditions, internal structure, mass estimates, as well as life signs. For example, the original New Worlds Observer (NWO) design concept employs an external occulter placed at a relatively large distance (∼80,000 km) from its telescope for the detection and characterization of extrasolar planets.
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In the science mode, the occulter is maintained along the line-of-sight from the telescope to the target star to block out the starlight. It suppresses the starlight by many orders of magnitude, to enable the observation of habitable terrestrial planets. From a control perspective, the telescope-occulter architecture concept can be decomposed into two mission phases.
• The observation phase: the occulter must be maintained precisely along the telescope line-of-sight to some inertially fixed target stars.
• The reconfiguration phase: the occulter is realigned between each observation from one target star line-of-sight to the next.
During the observation mode, the two spacecraft must be aligned within a few meters along the star lineof-sight. This is most easily accomplished if these spacecraft are in a low-acceleration environment such as the vicinity of the L 2 Sun-Earth libration point. The L 2 Sun-Earth libration point region provides a relatively cold environment, far away from the disturbances of the Sun and therefore ideal for astronomical instruments. This region has been a popular destination for satellite imaging formations. Barden and Howell investigate the natural behavior on the center manifold near the L 2 Sun-Earth libration point and compute some natural six-spacecraft formations, which demonstrate that quasi-periodic trajectories could be useful for formation flying. 2 Later, Marchand and Howell extend this study and use some control strategies, continuous and discrete, to maintain non-natural formations near the libration points.
3 Formation flying missions and many current proposals typically examine spacecraft separated by small distances. Within
II. Dynamical Model
The motion of the spacecraft is described within the context of the CR3BP. In this model, it is assumed that the Sun and the Earth move in a circular orbit around their barycenter. The mass of the spacecraft is negligible compared to the masses of the two primaries. The equations of motion are described in a rotating coordinate frame where the spacecraft is located relative to the barycenter of the primaries, with thex-axis in the rotating frame directed from the Sun to the Earth. LetX define a general vector in the rotating frame describing the motion of the spacecraft, i.e.
X(t) = [x y zẋẏż]
T (1) where superscript 'T ' implies transpose. The equations of motion are expressed in terms of a pseudo potential function
with r 1 = (x + µ) 2 + y 2 + z 2 and r 2 = (x − (1 − µ)) 2 + y 2 + z 2 , and where µ is the mass parameter associated with the Sun-Earth system. The scalar nonlinear equations of motion in their non-dimensional forms are then written asẍ − 2ẏ = U x (3)
where U j represents the partials ∂U ∂j for j = x, y, z. The design process generally relies on variations relative to a reference trajectory. Given a solution to the nonlinear differential equations, linear variational equations of motion are derived in matrix form as
δẊ(t) = A(t)δX(t)
where
δX(t) =X(t) −X ref (t) = [δx δy δz δẋ δẏ δż]
T represents variations about a reference trajectory. The A(t) matrix is time-varying of the form
where the F matrix and J matrix are defined as
The symbol U jk represents the partials ∂U 2 ∂j∂k for j, k = x, y, z and these partials are evaluated along the reference path. The general form of the solution to Eq. (6) is
where Φ(t, t 0 ) is the state transition matrix (STM), which is essentially a linear mapping that approximates the impact of the initial variations on the variations downstream. The STM satisfies the matrix differential equationΦ
where I 6×6 is the identity matrix. Eq. (11) is integrated simultaneously with the nonlinear equations of motion to generate reference states and updates to the trajectory. Since the STM is a 6 x 6 matrix, it requires the integration of 36 first-order, scalar, differential equations, plus the additional 6 first-order state equations, hence a total of 42 differential equations. One advantage of the CR3BP as the framework for this analysis lies in its dynamical properties that may be exploited for mission design. The equations of motion in the CR3BP possess five equilibrium solutions, or libration points. These consist of the three collinear points (L 1 , L 2 , and L 3 ) and the two equilateral points (L 4 and L 5 ). In the vicinity of each equilibrium point, some structure can be identified: periodic and quasi-periodic orbits (center manifold), as well as unstable and stable manifolds. Knowledge of this natural flow is very useful for trajectory design. One well-known type of periodic trajectory is the set of halo orbit families that are symmetric across the (x,ẑ) rotating plane. These orbits are of particular interest and frequently serve as baseline trajectories for mission design. The northern halo orbit family near the L 2 Sun-Earth libration point appears in Figure 1 . Two halo orbits with different amplitudes are selected in this family as reference trajectories for this investigation. The reference orbits appear in dark blue in Figure 1 . They are denoted as either 'small' or 'large' reference orbits throughout this analysis to distinguish them. The approximative amplitudes A y and A z along theŷ andẑ axes, respectively, are listed in Table 1 . 
III. Natural Regions Suitable for Small Formations
The first objective in this investigation is a better understanding of the dynamical environment at small distances from a specified reference path. A chief spacecraft evolves along the given reference trajectory represented in Figure 1 . To describe the position of a deputy vehicle relative to the chief spacecraft, spheres of points at each time along the reference orbit are defined as illustrated in Figure 2 . The spheres are enlarged in the figure for illustration, and their actual radius reflects a specified baseline distance that is assumed between the vehicles. At each time along the reference, the chief spacecraft is positioned at the center of a sphere. A deputy vehicle is then located somewhere on the surface of the sphere. A vector defined from the chief spacecraft to the deputy vehicle defines a direction or orientation for the formation. Every direction on the sphere is investigated at each time along the reference orbit and some specific directions on the spheres are derived that represent suitable locations to maintain small formations.
III.A. Low Drift Regions Derived via Variational Equations
Natural regions close to the given chief reference path are derived to maintain small formations of spacecraft. Ideally, regions with zero relative velocity and zero relative acceleration maintain the mutual distance between the spacecraft and the pointing direction orienting the formation. 13 Assuming that the separation between the spacecraft is small, no greater than a few kilometers at most, the regions of low drift are derived via the first-order variational equations defined in Equation (6), with respect to the given reference orbit. These variational equations are rewritten in terms of three-dimensional relative position and relative velocity vectors as
where δr = [δx δy δz] T and δṙ = [δẋ δẏ δż] T . The F matrix and J matrix are defined in Equation (8) and Equation (9), respectively. For the spacecraft placed at a small distance with respect to each other, the relative velocity in an ideal direction is assumed to be zero, i.e., δṙ =0. Notice that this assumption is only valid for a small formation of spacecraft. At larger distances, the relative velocity may not be negligible. Under this assumption, however, from Equation (13), the relative acceleration is then δr = F δr (14) The goal in this investigation is the identification of some natural regions, on the sphere, that is, natural directions or orientations, that not only maintain the mutual distance between the spacecraft but also the orientation of the formation. Assuming no relative velocity between the spacecraft, regions that also possess zero relative acceleration would ideally maintain the formation. The norm of the relative acceleration is computed from the dot product of δr with δr, i.e.,
The locations such that the relative acceleration is equal to zero are then the set of points that satisfy the equation
The analytical expression defined in Equation (16) represents regions with zero relative velocity and zero relative acceleration. Placing spacecraft in these low drift regions avoids large variations in their mutual distances while maintaining the orientation of the formation. To numerically compute the low drift regions, a location along the reference trajectory is first selected that represents the state of the chief spacecraft. Relative to this location, a sphere of points that corresponds to a radius equal to 1 km is defined. Such a sphere of points is illustrated in Figure 3 . The center of the sphere represents the selected location on the reference arc, i.e., the location of the chief spacecraft. The test points are then parametrized by two angles, an in-plane angle θ measured from thex-axis in the rotating frame and an out-of-plane angle β defined relative to the (x,ŷ)-plane. The velocity of all the points on the sphere is assumed to be equal to the velocity of the selected location on the reference trajectory in this linear analysis since δṙ is assumed as zero. The relative acceleration that corresponds to each of the states on the sphere is evaluated using the right side of Equation (15) , and the states on the sphere that possess the smallest values for the relative acceleration represent the low drift regions. For a fixed distance between the spacecraft, these low drift regions are represented by a collection of points on the sphere; they generally result a ring shape. Such rings are illustrated in Figure 4 (a) at different times along the reference trajectory. The reference path in the figure corresponds to the small halo reference orbit previously defined in Figure 1 . One ring-shaped surface at the location that is identified at time t = 100 days from the initial location along the reference path is represented in Figure 4 (b). The distance between the two spacecraft is selected as 1 km for the simulation, i.e., the radius of the rings is equal to 1 km, but the size of the rings is enlarged in the figure for illustration. If the chief spacecraft evolves along this reference orbit, placing a deputy spacecraft on the surface of the rings maintains the formation relatively well, i.e, both the distance between the spacecraft and the pointing direction that orients the formation remains fairly constant. 
III.B. Surfaces of Relative Accelerations
The relative acceleration between a deputy vehicle and its chief spacecraft has its lowest values in the low drift regions on the spheres but it never precisely reaches zero. The values for the relative acceleration between the spacecraft are derived at one location along the reference trajectory, to illustrate how the relative acceleration varies with respect to the relative directions on the sphere. The relative acceleration and its characteristics on the surface of the sphere are similar for all locations along this small halo reference orbit. One specific location, identified as time t = 118 days along the reference path, is selected and represents the state for the chief spacecraft. A set of test points on a sphere of radius 1 km is defined around this location, and the norm square of the relative acceleration for each of these points is evaluated using the right side of Equation (15) . The norm square of the relative acceleration is then plotted as a function of the two angles θ and β defined previously in Figure 3 . The surface of relative acceleration at time t = 118 days along the small halo reference orbit is represented in Figure 5 (a), and a 2D projection of the surface plot appears in Figure is where the relative acceleration has the smallest values. As the relative acceleration between the spacecraft never precisely reaches zero, a small positive coefficient, denoted , is introduced for the computation of the low drift regions. Equation (16) is then rewritten as
The coefficient corresponds to the desired maximum value for the relative acceleration in the low drift region. Depending on the value for , the low drift region can cover a smaller or larger portion of the sphere.
In this investigation, the value for is selected such that the low drift regions cover a ring-shaped surface on the spheres. This value is represented in Figure 5 (b).
III.C. Low Drift Regions as Quadric Surfaces
By considering the analytical expression for the low drift zones derived in Equation (17), it is apparent that these low drift regions are represented as quadric surfaces. Using a change in coordinate, Equation (17) is transformed into its canonical form. The F matrix is a real symmetric matrix, i.e., F = F T and, therefore, can be diagonalized. The singular value decomposition of F then takes the form
where ∆ is a real diagonal matrix with λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 , the eigenvalues of F , on its diagonal. Then, P is an orthogonal matrix with columnsV 1 ,V 2 andV 3 that represent the eigenvectors of F . These eigenvectors form an orthogonal basis and identify the principal directions of the quadric surface. Define a new vector y = [y 1 y 2 y 3 ] T such thatȳ = P T δr. Equation (17) is then rewritten in the following canonical form 14 To determine the type of quadric surfaces derived from the canonical form in Equation (19), the following matrices are examined
The different types of quadric surfaces depend on the four following components:
• Λ = determinant of the E matrix
• ρ e = rank of the e matrix
• ρ E = rank of the E matrix
To identify a type of quadric surfaces from among the 17 forms, the following criteria are investigated: ρ e , ρ E , the sign of Λ and the signs of the characteristic roots of the e matrix. The characteristic roots, α 1 , α 2 and α 3 defined in Equation (19) are all positive quantities and therefore they always have the same sign in this analysis. Table 2 summarizes the two types of quadric surfaces that are determined in this investigation by examining Equation (19). The real positive coefficient, , is small but never reaches zero precisely. Also, only the real domain is examined in this analysis. Therefore, the types of quadric surfaces to be investigated reduces to two: ellipsoids and elliptic cylinders. The specific type of quadric surfaces then depends on the given reference orbit and its corresponding eigenstructure. Consider the small halo reference orbit defined in Figure 1 . At each location along this reference trajectory, the eigenvalues of the F matrix, λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 , are never equal or close to zero. Hence, the e and E matrices are full rank, i.e., ρ e = 3 and ρ E = 4, and only ellipsoids exist in the vicinity of this small halo orbit. These ellipsoids are illustrated in Figure 7 (a).
One ellipsoid at time t = 0 days along the reference path appears in Figure 7 (b). The size of the ellipsoids is enlarged for illustration in the figure. To derive these quadric surfaces, various distances between the chief spacecraft and the deputy vehicle are examined, from 0.1 km to 2 km, while maintaining a constant value for the coefficient. The eigenvectors of the F matrix, that is,V 1 ,V 2 andV 3 , corresponding to the respective eigenvalues are also plotted in Figures 7(a) and 7(b). They represent the three principal directions corresponding to the ellipsoids. The orientation of the ellipsoids in the (x,ŷ)-plane could also be related to 
which can be rewritten in its canonical form
whereȳ, ∆ and P are defined previously in Equations (19) and (20). To derive the cones, various small distances between the chief spacecraft and the deputy vehicle are examined, while varying the value for the coefficient with respect to the mutual distance between the spacecraft. The eigenvectors of the F matrix also represent the principal directions corresponding to the cones and, therefore, the cones derived by Gómez et al. possess the same orientation as the ellipsoids derived in this investigation given the same reference trajectory.
III.D. Quadric Surfaces along a Large Halo Orbit
A second halo reference with a significantly larger amplitude is now selected to investigate the effect of the reference path on the quadric surfaces. This large halo orbit is illustrated in Figure 1 and its A y and A z amplitudes are mentioned in Table 1 . The quadric surfaces determined along this large reference orbit appear in Figure 8 . The eigenvalues of the F T F matrix are examined along this new reference path. At some locations along the reference, the eigenvalue λ 2 1 approaches zero. Hence, at these positions on the reference, the e and E matrices defined in Equation (19) are singular with ρ e = 2 and ρ E = 3, and the quadric surfaces become elliptic cylinders at these particular locations (see Table 2 ). The two different types of quadric surfaces, i.e., ellipsoids and elliptic cylinders, are illustrated in Figures 9(a) and 9(b) , respectively. The size of the quadric surfaces is enlarged in the figures for illustration. The close proximity of the Earth leads to a higher level of sensitivity in the vicinity of this large reference orbit. In particular, the left side of this reference path represented in Figure 8 is in closest proximity with the Earth. As a consequence, no regions of zero drift are analytically indicated in the vicinity of this portion of the orbit. 
IV. Natural Regions Suitable for Large Formations
The behavior at much larger distances from a specified reference trajectory due solely to the natural dynamics is explored for the placement of large formations of spacecraft. In this analysis, a two-spacecraft formation is investigated using a telescope as the chief spacecraft and an occulter as the deputy vehicle, one that is located at a relatively large distance from its telescope. The telescope evolves along one of the halo reference orbits defined in Figure 1 . A fixed distance between the telescope and the occulter of 50,000 km is selected to develop the mission concept. Natural quasi-periodic Lissajous trajectories generated via multiple shooting algorithms are employed as a tool to examine relative motion in regions near the reference path. Such trajectories yield insight into the behavior of a large formation of spacecraft in this dynamical regime.
Directions for the large formation that yield small relative motion between the spacecraft are identified. Spheres of points at various locations along the reference orbit are developed that classify the orientation of a system at relatively large distances as orientations that yield small or large relative motions of the vehicles.
IV.A. Space Spheres
The natural flow at large distances from a given reference path is investigated by numerically generating trajectory arcs in the vicinity of the reference orbit. These trajectory arcs represent quasi-periodic Lissajous trajectories, that are computed using a multiple shooting scheme. 15 First, extensive computations of Lissajous trajectories near the telescope reference orbit are completed. The velocity vector along the telescope reference path and the corresponding Lissajous velocity vector are then investigated to determine regions that yield small or large relative motion between the spacecraft. At each instant of time, the velocity vector along the telescope orbit, denotedV ref , and the corresponding Lissajous velocity vector, denotedV liss , are compared as illustrated in Figure 10 . In particular, the difference in the norm of the two velocities, as well as the angle between the two velocity vectors at each location around the telescope orbit, are derived. The natural drift of the telescope-occulter line-of-sight from its initial orientation depends on the size of these two parameters: difference in velocity norm and angle between velocity vectors. Figure 11 illustrates the variation of the telescope-occulter line-of-sight vector after a 3-day time interval with respect to these two parameters. At each location around the telescope orbit, a sphere of points with radius equal to the reference telescope-occulter distance is derived as illustrated in Figure 12(a) . A vector originating at the center of the sphere (point on the reference orbit) and terminating at a point on the sphere defines a line-of-sight direction. On the surface of each sphere, different zones are defined that identify telescope-occulter directions (that is, line-of-sight orientations). Each point on the sphere is colored to reflect the value of the natural drift at that location. One space sphere at an isolated time appears in Figure 12 with less natural drift than the red zones. Effectively, if the line-of-sight to a star is directed along a line from the origin of the sphere to a blue dot, an occulter along this line experiences less natural drift than a star line-of-sight through a red dot. Locating the occulter in the regions with small natural drift leads to a smaller variation in the telescope-occulter vector, both in magnitude and pointing direction.
IV.B. Low Drift Regions on Space Spheres
The regions with low natural drift, derived on the space spheres, are now examined in detail. In particular, a correspondance with the quadric surfaces derived for small formations is established by examining the orientation of the low drift regions along the reference orbit. These regions represent ring-shaped objects, as illustrated in Figure 13 (b). The three orthogonal vectors,V 1 ,V 2 andV 3 , represented in Figure 13 (b), correspond to the eigenvectors of the F T F matrix derived from linear analysis. These eigenvectors represent the principal directions associated with the quadric surfaces derived via the variational equations. Given the projections of the low drift rings onto the (x,ŷ)-plane at different instants of time, the variations in the orientation of the rings through time are observed. The low natural drift zones at different times along the telescope orbit appear in Figure 13(a) . The dark blue rings reflect a difference in the velocity norm that is less than 5 m/s and an angle between the velocity vectors of less than 5 degrees, that correspond to the dark blue regions from the natural drift surface in Figure 11 . In addition to the low natural drift zones, the three orthogonal eigenvectors of the F T F matrix are also illustrated in Figure 13 and appear in consistent colors across all the figures. Along the given small halo reference orbit, the low drift regions derived on the space sphere possess the same orientation as the quadric surfaces derived along the same reference path, as represented in Figure 4 . It is interesting to compare the similarity of the quadric surfaces that describe the dynamics close to the reference orbit with the low drift regions at 50,000 km as illustrated in Figure 13 . Both the low drift zones and the small quadric surfaces represent regions suitable to maintain a formation of spacecraft, either large or small. They are derived via significantly different methods, either from a linear analysis or numerically by propagating the state in the nonlinear dynamical model at a much larger relative distance. The surface of the small quadrics possesses no relative velocity and no relative acceleration whereas some relative velocity and relative acceleration still remain in the low drift regions (the difference in the velocity norm is less than 5 m/s and the angle between the velocity vectors is less than 5 degrees). But, interestingly, along this small halo reference orbit, they both are defined with the same orientation in space, as represented in Figure 13 and Figure 4 , respectively.
IV.C. Low Drift Regions for Various Formation Sizes
The orientation of the low drift regions derived from the space spheres is investigated as the size of the large formation varies. Space spheres of various radii are computed along the given small halo reference orbit. The different radii selected are 12,500 km, 25,000 km, 50,000 km and 100,000 km, respectively. The low drift regions corresponding to these space spheres of various radii are then determined. The low drift regions that correspond to time t = 109 days along the reference path are illustrated in Figures 14(a) and 14(b) . All the low drift zones of various radii reflect the same natural drift, that is, a drift that corresponds to a difference in the velocity norm that is less than 5 m/s and an angle between the velocity vectors of less than 5 degrees. As illustrated in Figure 14(b) , the low drift regions all possess nearly the same orientation at any given times along the reference path and, this orientation, that correspond to the eigenspace of the linear system, seems to persist as the distance between the spacecraft increases to, at least, 100,000 km. 
IV.D. Low Drift Regions Along a Large Halo Reference Orbit
The correspondance between the orientation of the low drift regions derived from the space spheres and the small quadric surfaces that are derived analytically is also investigated as the reference orbit varies. The large halo orbit, as defined in Figure 1 , now represents the reference path for the telescope, and the computation of the space spheres is accomplished along this large halo reference path. Quasi-periodic Lissajous trajectories are computed in the vicinity of this new reference trajectory to determine the low drift regions at a distance of 50,000 km from the reference orbit. These low drift regions are illustrated in Figure 15 . The regions of low relative drift reflect the same natural drift as the low drift regions derived at positions along the small halo reference orbit, i.e, they reflect a natural drift that corresponds to a difference in the velocity norm that is less than 5 m/s and an angle between the velocity vectors of less than 5 degrees. It is interesting to compare the orientation of the low drift regions to the three principal directions corresponding to the quadric surfaces, as derived along the same large halo reference orbit; these directions appear in Figure 8 . At a given time along the reference path, in particular at locations where the quadric surfaces in Figure 8 are ellipsoids (i.e., when the F matrix of the linear system is full rank), the low drift regions at 50,000 km maintain a similar orientation in space as the ellipsoids. This scenario is illustrated at time t = 73 days in Figure 16 (a). The principal directions of the low drift region at that time correspond quite closely to the eigenvector directions for the quadric surfaces, i.e.,V 1 ,V 2 andV 3 , respectively. However, at a given time along the reference path, that correspond to a location where the F matrix becomes singular (one of its eigenvalues approaches zero), the low drift regions at 50,000 km are not correlated with the orientation of the quadric surfaces. This scenario is represented at time t = 36 days in Figure 16 (b). The low drift region at that time is still represented by a ring of points but the orientation of the ring is not consistent with the eigenvector directions. At this time along the reference orbit, the quadric surfaces are represented by elliptic cylinders, as indicated in Figure 8 . One eigenvalue of the F matrix, λ 1 , approaches zero at this location. This singularity, derived from linear analysis, allows for more than one possible orientations for the low drift regions. These new orientations are only determined using the nonlinear system and are not derived directly via the variational equations.
V. Star Observations using the Space Spheres
The effectiveness of the low natural drift regions derived for large formations is evaluated for the observation of inertially-fixed target stars at different times along the telescope orbit. Although inertially-fixed x rotating (km) y rotating (km) Figure 15 . Low drift regions for a distance of 50,000 km between the telescope and occulter, at various locations along the large halo reference orbit target stars describe paths that are not fixed in the rotating frame, the natural motion of a fixed star relative to the rotating frame is still smaller than the natural drift at a relative position within 50,000 km which defines the low drift regions.
V.A. Locations along the Telescope Orbit for Star Observations
The direction of an inertial target star is usually specified in terms of two angles, the right ascension and the declination, defined in the equatorial frame. The direction is time dependent as viewed from the rotating frame of the CR3BP and, therefore, a coordinate transformation is necessary to locate the star, i.e., the target direction, at each instant of time. The coordinate transformation from the equatorial frame to the rotating frame is derived as ⎡ ⎢ ⎣
where ζ = 23.0075 degrees, δ = ωt + δ 0 , and δ 0 represents the initial angle between the inertial and rotating frames (δ 0 is assumed to be equal to zero in this analysis); the angular rate ω is equal to one in nondimensional coordinates. The vector direction of the target star in terms of the rotating frame is rewritten in spherical coordinates as ⎡ ⎢ ⎣
The in-plane angle γ, measured relative to thex-axis in the rotating frame, and the out-of-plane angle λ, measured relative to the (x,ŷ) rotating plane, are illustrated in Figure 17 (a). The out-of-plane angle λ corresponding to a given inertially-fixed target star remains constant with time in the rotating frame. However, the in-plane angle γ varies with time in the (x,ŷ) rotating plane, approximatively 1 degree/day, and therefore, the direction to the target star might eventually lie in a low drift zone at a specific time along the telescope orbit. 
V.B. Orientation of the Low Drift Regions
The low drift regions over each space sphere are represented now by two orientation angles. These ring-shaped regions are defined by an in-plane angle θ, measured relative to thex-axis in the rotating frame, and an out-of-plane angle β, oriented with respect to the (x,ŷ) rotating plane. These angles appear in Figure 17 revolution of the orbit as illustrated in Figure 13 . The low drift directions identified by blue points feature an in-plane angle θ that approaches either 90 or -90 degrees at each time along one revolution of the orbit. The mean value of the angle θ over all the blue dots in the entire ring is calculated at each time along the telescope orbit.This mean value is then compared to the in-plane angle γ corresponding to the inertial target star direction. The low drift regions are three-dimensional ring-shaped objects, and therefore, matching the in-plane angles also assures that the out-of-plane angle of the star corresponds to an out-of-plane angle in the blue regions. The closest value between the in-plane angle of the star and the mean value of the angle θ occurs at the seemingly "best" location along the telescope orbit, and this location ensures that the star direction lies in a low natural drift region during the observation phase. The skematic in Figure 18 illustrates this process. Two space spheres are represented at time t 1 and time t 2 . The low drift regions and the high drift regions are represented in blue and red, respectively, over each sphere. Given an inertial star direction for observation (Star 1 in the skematic), if the observation is initiated at time t 1 , the occulter lies in a high star direction is indicated by a right ascension of 80 degrees and a declination of 10 degrees. The in-plane angle, γ, corresponding to the inertial target star is represented in green in Figure 19 (b) as computed at each time along the telescope orbit. As noted in the figure, γ shifts approximately 1 degree/day. The best location to initiate the observation of this specific target star is near the time t = 160 days, that is, the time at which the value of γ is close to the mean value of the angle θ as indicated in the figure by the dotted red square.
V.C. Control Strategy for Star Observations
Even in the low drift regions, drift between the two spacecraft (telescope and occulter) still occurs and the design of a controller to maintain the formation is necessary. An LQR controller is selected to maintain the occulter along the line-of-sight from the telescope to the inertial target stars. If the specific orientation of the formation lies in a zone of low natural drift, then the control to maintain the orientation is reduced. The telescope is assumed to move along the small halo reference orbit represented in Figure 1 . Given an inertial target star direction with an observation time of 20 days, the occulter must be maintained precisely along the line-of-sight from the telescope to the star over the entire observation interval. In particular, the occulter is constrained to remain within ±100 km of the baseline path in the radial direction (line-of-sight direction) and within a few meters from the baseline position in the transverse direction (orthogonal to the line-of-sight). 16, 17 Various reference arcs are computed for different starting locations along the telescope orbit. These reference arcs are selected as potential baseline paths for the occulter along the telescope lineof-sight to the inertially fixed star. An LQR controller is formulated to track these reference arcs during the observation period. The motion of the occulter in the CR3BP is described in terms of the following
wheref x , f y , f z are defined from Equation (3)-Equation (5) as
T is the control vector. LetX 0 be some reference arc andū 0 the associated control effort to maintainX 0 . The selected reference arcs represent the baseline paths of the inertial star directions in the rotating frame. During a star observation, the locations of the inertially-fixed target star in the rotating frame are computed at the distance of 50,000 km from the telescope over the observation interval. These locations correspond to the star reference path as illustrated in Figure 20 . The occulter is controlled Distance of 50,000 km from telescope orbit Star reference path in rotating frame to track these reference arcs using the LQR controller. Linearization relative to these reference solutions yields a linear system of the form
where δX and δū are the variations relative to the reference arcX 0 and its respective reference controlū 0 . The time-varying matrix A(t) is the matrix corresponding to the variational equations defined in Equation (7) and evaluated along the star reference arc and
T . The observation of the given target star is computed at three different starting times around the telescope orbit. The telescope in its reference orbit appears in cyan in Figure 21 . Then, the path of the occulter controlled via the LQR controller is plotted in blue for the three different starting times. For a given starting time, the LQR controller tracks the reference path, which corresponds to the path of the inertial target star in the rotating frame at 50,000 km from the telescope orbit. With knowledge of the low drift zones, the best correlation between locations along the telescope orbit and the occulter drift is identified to ensure that the star direction lies in a low natural drift region. The strategic time of observation for this particular star was determined as time t = 7 days using the low drift regions. For comparison, two other starting times, t = 80 days and t = 120 days are also plotted in Figure 21 . The direction to the star at each of these starting times is represented by a red star. The observation phase lasts for 20 days in this example. The total cost associated with each of these observations is illustrated in Figure 22 . The cost of observation is reduced if the observation begins near the time t = 7 days, that is, the time that corresponds to the low drift direction. Therefore, observing the stars at the strategic times via the low drift zones reduces the control effort during the observation phase, particularly for longer observation intervals. 
VI. Summary and Concluding Remarks
In this present investigation, the natural dynamics in the L 2 Sun-Earth libration point region are exploited to aid in the control of a formation of spacecraft. Natural zones that exhibit low relative drift are derived such that large variations in the mutual distances between the spacecraft are prevented while maintaining the orientation of the formation. For small formations, these low drift regions represent quadric surfaces and they are derived analytically using variational equations with respect to the reference trajectory. For much larger formations, the low drift zones are examined numerically by propagating in the nonlinear dynamical model at a much larger relative distance from the reference path. The effectiveness of these low drift regions is then demonstrated to reduce the control effort to maintain a large telescope-occulter formation during the observation of inertially-fixed target stars.
Although this work is motivated by the telescope-occulter mission design, it also offers some insight into the relative motion between vehicles separated by either small or large distances and this knowledge is useful for various applications. Further exploration of the natural dynamics in the Sun-Earth system or other systems may be examined for the placement of small or large formations.This current analysis focuses essentially on the L 2 Sun-Earth libration point region. The northern halo family provides the reference trajectories needed in this investigation but other reference trajectories may be exploited for formation flying as well. New reference trajectories may include other periodic orbits, such as vertical, axial or resonant orbits, as well as unstable and stable manifold arcs for transfer trajectories of multiple spacecraft. By investigating different environments or various reference trajectories, some potential new characteristics for the low drift regions may be determined.
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